
Anleitung: Baby Pucksack nähen
Instructions No. 1333

The most beautiful sewing ideas often require only little effort: The cute
baby backpack can be quickly sewn by yourself with the help of these
instructions!

For this sewing instruction of our VBS blogger Svenja you need 1 m printed
Cotton fabric (for the sewing example 140 cm wide fabrics by the meter was
used), 1 m Fleece fabric in pink, sewing thread matching the fabric and for
the closure either Velcro strap or snaps snaps and pliers. As a helpful
handiwork accessory, you should have a pair of fabric scissors and Clover
fabric clamps next to the sewing machine 

Svenja has developed the Pattern for you. Click on download template. You
will receive several PDF pages, which when put together result in a Pattern in
original size. As a little help Svenja has numbered the pages and drawn
circles with numbers at the edges of the pages, which show exactly how to
glue the sheets together. The wrap-around cover is made up of three parts:
the back, the front and the hood.

Here's how it's done 

Cutting the fabrics 
First the printed side of the fabric is folded once in the middle, so that the width of the fabric is 70 cm when folded. At the folding edge (fabric break), each
pattern piece is now placed once and transferred to the fabric with one. 
The same procedure is now followed with the fleece fabric: Fold and transfer Pattern . 

Sew front part and hood 
The two Fabric cuts for the front part are now placed right on top of each other (printed side and "good" fleece side), fixed with Pins or with Clover Wonder Clips
and sewn together at the top edge (see photo: blue line). The resulting front part is turned over and the seam is stitched again from the right side. Now the
Fabric cuts of the hood are also placed on the right side, fixed, sewn together and then turned over. 

Joining and sewing together 
In the next step, the different pieces of fabric are joined together to fit together perfectly: First, the back part is spread out with the right (printed side up). With
Cotton fabric down, the hood and front part are then placed on the back-Fabric cut , with the fleece fabric as the top layer on top, right side down. The pieces of
fabric are stapled or tucked together well, and except for a turning opening on one side, the fabric is sewn all the way around. Turn the sewing over and close
the turn opening (sew the fabric together). A baby wrap blanket has been created. 

Closures 
For a real backpack, either a Velcro strap is now sewn onto the side panels or snap fasteners are used.

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/medien/babysack-147184/vw_name-download/


Sew thefront part together as shown with the blue
auxiliary line.

Sew thehead piece together as shown with the
blue auxiliary line.

Belt slot for the baby car seat On Pattern there is
a marking for the belt slot. This is transferred to
the back of the finished blanket and is made like
a buttonhole: sewed around with a zigzag stitch
and finally carefully cut in.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
360289 Glass head-Pins Prym, 30 mm 1
133227-01 Velcro strapself-adhesiveWhite 1
389778 Snaps button pliers, incl. accessories 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/
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